Washington Irish RFC

Return to Play Guidelines

WIRFC & COVID-19: Overview
• The EC appointed D3 Captain, James ‘JT’ Thompson, to be the COVID Coordinator
• The first WIRFC Update went out on August 18, 2020
• On March 12, 2020, the Capital Rugby Union suspended the Mid- Atlantic Competition (MAC) due to
COVID-19
• On March 20, 2020, USA Rugby suspended all sanctioned competition for the foreseeable future
• On September 1, 2020 USA Rugby exited Chapter 11
• USA Rugby continues to be vague about their status, but “all sanctioned rugby activities” are subject to
local restrictions
• The WIRFC Executive Committee is actively monitoring Virginia, Maryland, and DC departments of
health to determine when we can safely return to practice and ultimately competition
• On September 15, 2020 Capital Rugby Union and MAC suspended the entire Fall Season to be
reevaluated in early 2021 to determine if we will play in the Spring

Bottom line: CRU Suspended the Fall 2020 Season on Sept. 15, 2020
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DC Metro Area COVID-19 Cases
• The chart includes Loudoun,
Arlington, Alexandria, Fairfax,
Prince William, Montgomery,
Prince George, and DC
• The daily case count has
increased about 20% since the
last WIRFC update in
September
• This trend is happening across
the U.S. and is inline with
predictions that the fall and
winter months will be worse, as
people move indoors
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Critical Path - WIRFC Priorities
• First and foremost we prioritize the safety of
our players and extended Irish family. We will
not return to practice or play until sciencebased recommendations deem it safe
• Second is the issue of liability. Players, the club,
and the referees all are required to CIPP. But,
USA Rugby is not accepting liability claims
during the suspension of sanctioned play.
• That means if we return to play before USA
Rugby sanctions it, the club, the EC, the
coaches, and the ref could all be held liable
and sued for any injury
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USA Rugby
Return to Play Guidelines

• USA Rugby outlines 5 stages with stage 1 being the strictest
(stay at home) and stage 5 being full return to normal
activity
• Highlights: USA Rugby’s website is very ambiguous as to
what stage we are currently in, but it seems like we might
have moved to Stage 3, which is small no-contact
gatherings
• USA Rugby states the local guidelines override their stage
• Stage 2 is no practice, no matches, individual training
must follow state and local guidelines
• Liability claims are not accepted until stage 3 or higher,
but their website still says the are NOT accepting them
• Non-contact practice permitted in stage 3, subject to local
guidelines
• Stage 4 we can play against ourselves, but not other
teams
• The full recommendations are on the USA Rugby website
http://www.usa.rugby
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District of Columbia
• DC entered what they call Phase 2 on June 22, 2020
• DC requires anyone arriving from North Carolina (and about
29 other states) to self-quarantine for 14 days
• This impacts our competition because Raleigh RFC is in
Capital Rugby Union
• Phase 2 in DC suspends formal and informal games of “high
contact sports.” They give football as an example, so we
assume rugby falls into this category
• DC requires 10 feet of separation between individuals doing
fitness
• DC forbids shared equipment that cannot be cleaned with
disinfectant between each use
• A rugby ball is “shared equipment” if passed between
players
• This has not changed since our last update on 23 Sept 2020

Bottom line: Right now, we cannot conduct practice or play matches in the District
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Virginia
• Virginia entered what they call Phase 3, July 1st
• Under VA Phase 3, group fitness must maintain a
minimum of 10 feet between individuals
• VA Phase 3 prohibits shared equipment that
cannot be cleaned with disinfectant between uses
• Arlington Parks and Rec has opened fields, but
they forbid shared equipment, high-fives, and any
touching of other players. They also encourage
users to only play with those in your own
household if possible
• Virginia has resisted the move to Phase 4 due to
increasing case in Hampton Roads and NOVA
• This has not changed since our last update on 23
Sept 2020
Bottom line: Right now, we cannot conduct practice or play matches in Virginia
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Maryland
• Maryland entered what they call Phase 3 on
September 1, 2020
• However, Prince George’s, Anne Arundel, and
Montgomery counties opted to remain in Phase 2
given their case-counts and hospitalization rates.
These are obviously the counties closest to DC
• Maryland does not give clear guidance on fitness
classes. However, they do require face-coverings
(masks) even outdoors whenever 6 feet of social
distance cannot be maintained
• Prince George’s County and Montgomery County
parks and recreation currently prohibit highcontact sports on their fields
• This has not changed since our last update on 23
Sept 2020
Bottom line: Right now, we cannot conduct practice or play matches in Maryland
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When does this end and how?
• Pandemics historically end 1 of 3 ways:
1. An effective vaccine is developed
2. The virus mutates to be less deadly
3. Pandemic fatigue; virus is still a
threat
• New Zealand successfully returned to rugby after 21
days of no new cases of COVID-19
• They successfully contained the virus through strict
lockdowns and re-opened super rugby to full crowds
on June 13th, 2020
• Pro 14 started on August 22, 2020, but they played to
empty stadiums
• The Six Nations resumed in October 2020, but also
played to empty stadiums
• Ireland and most of Europe are seeing a resurgence in
cases
• The concerns about a worsening fall are coming to
pass

Bottom line: This may take until Spring or Summer 2021 to end. FIGHT THE FATIGUE!
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The Big Picture
• The US and EU are seeing a huge
surge in cases
• The good news is that doctors
have learned more about the
course of COVID-19 and used that
knowledge to reduce the fatality
rate
• However, when hospitals get
overwhelmed those new
treatments and techniques get
spread thin and the fatality rate
increases. We are seeing that in
both the EU and US data
• Bottom line: we are in for a long
hard winter. Masks and socialdistancing (especially when
indoors) can reduce the probability
of transmission
• Now is when fighting pandemic
fatigue is most important
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Bottom line: Get mentally ready for a tough winter. FIGHT THE FATIGUE!

Ways to Fight the Fatigue
• WIRFC Golf Classic
• Outdoor, socially distanced Six Nations Watch Party (limit to 10 people
who’s daily patterns you are familiar with)
• WIRFC Friday Zoom workouts
• WIRFC Tues/Thurs film sessions
• Exercise, lots of it!
• Challenge a teammate to rugby place kick or drop-goal contest. Wear a
mask and keep 10ft distance on VA, DC, or MD fields

Return To Play Dashboard

No change since September 23, 2020
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WIRFC Phased Approach
WIRFC Phased Approach
Timelines To Be Determined

We are currently in Phase 1 - Phase 2 is under discussion
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